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MIMEX is an innovative shopping
concept that allows you to enjoy a
barrier-free shopping experience.
A smart shop that makes purchasing
as safe and fast as buying online!

@mimex.shopping

info@mimex.shopping

@mimex_shopping

/mimex-shopping

MicroMarket Experience

MIMEX Concept
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Quick, safe, frictionless
Enjoy your highly
technological shopping
experience

From the shelf to the bag
Enjoy your safe, frictionless,
highly technological shopping
experience
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Value Proposition

MIMEX Shopping Journey Flow

Motivation Strength and Benefit to
Stakeholders & CustomersThe SMART RETAIL market is a constantly

evolving business sector; and technology
driven futuristic SMART shopping stores are
becoming trendy and available in the globe.

The business prospect of SMART Retail
business; by 2022, the revenue will raise to
$1.6 billion. Despite the trend towards online
shopping, it is predicted to remain at 80% of
global sales until 2025.

It is the second largest service sector after
financial services, generating 4.5% of the
value added in the economy of the Member
States and providing 8.6% of all jobs.

Business Stakeholders
Convenient and easy settlement.
Lesser amount of initial investment.
Automated patrolling system to prevent
fraud and theft.
Safer way to ensure respect of health
protocols.

Customers & Shoppers
24/7 Swift, quick, reliable Interactive
shopping experience.
Constant availability of fresher products.
Shorter waiting times and a fast checkout.

The retail market is a constantly evolving business sector and
essential social service. Despite the trend towards online shopping,
in the EU context it is predicted to remain a core sector for economic
recovery after pandemic. In fact, an ever-increasing number of
e-commerce companies recognize smart micro-markets as a
promising instrument for improving the services they offer. They
look at digital tools to make the entrance in multi-channel retailing,
making themselves competitive through heavy investments.

Analysis: Define requirements
and define a framework (WP2).

Timeline

Development: Assemble MIMEX’s
technological components (WP3-WP4).

Optimization & Validation and MIMEX
Pilot stores will be set up (WP5).

Developing a Go-To-Market strategy
and performing dissemination &
exploitation activities (WP6).
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